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Abstract. Enterprise Architecture (EA) has been used for planning
business and IT systems capturing different aspects, including services,
processes, resources, and data. To date, it has mostly been coordinated
by single organisations, even if external interactions with outside orga-
nizations play an important role in developing an EA. This paper pro-
vides insights about the role of EA in business network planning through
the development of a method to conceptualize a multi-partner network,
which reflects new affordances opened by a digitally connected world,
where shared interactions and dependencies across organizations,
through business networks, are converging into cohesive network busi-
nesses. We present a five stage approach to adopt EA for business net-
work planning by illustrating how novation requirements can be defined
in integrated scenario models specifying how local roles and their set of
skills (capabilities) can be substituted, extended etc. at the level of the
network, such that models retain their compact form. Our method bene-
fits from extensive insights observed through the eGovernment One-Stop
Shop adopted by Australian governments (Department of Human Ser-
vices and MyGov at the federal level, Service NSW and One-Stop Shop
Implementation Office in Queensland Government) and also from the
upstream petroleum oil and natural gas industry. This approach estab-
lishes important correspondences between the (internal) operation plan-
ning of an organization and (external) business network planning.
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1 Introduction

IS modeling and architecture methods have become indispensable for the sys-
tematic planning, analysis, design and implementation of IT systems. While
the focus of systems modeling, at a detailed level, has been on single organisa-
tions, many proposals have developed higher-level, contextual modeling for the
cross-organisational perspective. Prominent examples include business process
choreography modeling [1], service networks [2] and virtual organisational mod-
eling [3]. Enterprise architecture (EA) methods [4] are of particular interest
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because they combine a variety of available modeling concepts and techniques,
encompassing several types of organisational artefacts, which are integrated
through a core meta-model and layered to support business and IT viewpoints.

Despite the plethora of EA methods and specialized techniques for cross-
organisational modeling, a major uncertainty remains about the adequacy of
modeling and analysis for dedicated business network planning. Much of the
focus is on the modeling of interactions across organisations through coordi-
native artefacts such as processes, services and resources. As an example, in
process choreography modeling [5], a cross business process perspective is mod-
eled based on message (data) exchanges between processes. Thus, an analysis of
how artefacts are shifted, as a whole, across partners, to leverage the improve-
ments and opportunities opened up through participation in networks, is only
available in a limited range of interaction contexts. Thus, an understanding of
the full impact of artefacts deployed through new arrangements introduced by
networks, such as understanding the feasibility of offsetting existing artefacts
through third-parties for efficiency gains and new innovations, and the creation
of virtual enterprise structures out of existing artefacts, remains limited. This
paper sheds light on extensions for enterprise architecture to support conceptual
business network planning. It is structured as follows. Section 2 develops the use
of novation requirements in business networks. Section 3 contains a description
of the two case studies including the eGovernment OneStop Shop adopted by
Australian governments (Department of Human Services and MyGov at the fed-
eral level, Service NSW and One-Stop Shop Implementation Office in Queensland
Government) and the upstream petroleum oil and natural gas industry. Given
space limitations main focus is on the One-Stop Shop including business archi-
tecture and interactions between government agencies. The second case study
is discussed in less detail, focusing only on aspects of the integration scenario.
Section 4 discusses the related work in EA domain. Finally, Sect. 5 summaries
the paper and future work for EA adaptation for business networks.

2 Novation Requirements and their Use in Characterising
Business Network Partner Correspondences

Current enterprise modelling techniques provide coarse modelling primitives for
the capture of inter-organisation correspondences in regard to business processes
but have difficulty in expressing relationships between the artefacts within partner
organisations that underpin overall business network composition and operation.
Such artefacts may include services, resources and data repositories maintained
within a specific organisation which may have broader potential for use by part-
ners in the context of the business network. As a remedy to this shortcoming, we
propose the use of novation requirements as a means of capturing these correspon-
dences. Novation requirements operate at a business network level as a means of
identifying correspondences between artefacts within distinct partner organisa-
tions. Such correspondences can relate to obligations, dependencies or affordances
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Fig. 1. Illustrative format of a novation requirement

that may exist between then two partners. The general form of a novation require-
ment is illustrated in Fig. 1.

A novation requirement is indexed from a specific capability in the global
capability map of the business network. This immediately gives its applica-
tion overall context within the business network in a general format that is
not anchored to any specific partner in the network or their associated business
vocabulary. They are deliberately designed to be easy to capture, ensuring that
service providers can rapidly assemble the range of novation requirements that
define their participation in a business network. The configuration and utilisation
of novation requirements is illustrated in Fig. 2.

There are five distinct steps in preparing to leverage the potential opportu-
nities that they offer:

Fig. 2. Configuration and leveraging of novation requirements
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1. Local service providers work to delineate their local capabilities and estab-
lish mappings from these capabilities to the various artefacts within their
enterprise.

2. A global capability map is established that characterises the range of capa-
bilities supported across the business network.

3. Local service providers align their local capabilities with those defined in the
global capability map.

4. Novation requirements are specified against global capabilities identifying the
novation opportunities that exist between artefacts in distinct business part-
ners enterprises.

5. In conjunction with the network collaboration scope, local partner operations
and novation requirements are used to generate new configurations of EA
model interactions in terms of their constituent artefacts.

A novation requirement expresses a specific correspondence between artefacts in
the context of two specific business network participants. The range of potential
correspondence relationships they support is identified in Table 1.

As indicated earlier, the use of these novation requirements provides the
opportunity for specifying a range of utilisation scenarios for artefacts at the busi-
ness network level. This is something that current enterprise architecture tech-
niques do not provide support for. The range of potential use cases pertaining
to novation requirements includes:

In-sourcing an Artefact. An organisation participating in a business network
can utilise an artefact maintained by another participant in the network in
order to access capabilities that it does not possess locally. (relevant novation
requirements: R/MS)

Out-sourcing an Artefact. An organisation participating in a business net-
work can provide an artefact that it maintains to other participants in the
network allowing them to access capabilities that they otherwise do not pos-
sess or have access to. (relevant novation requirements: R/MS)

Migrating the Deployment Model or Availability of an Artefact. In this
scenario, an organisation is able to change the way in which an artefact is
facilitated or deployed. Part of it may be out-sourced or in-sourced subject
particular circumstances or the range of partners to whom the artefact is
offered may be changed. (relevant novation requirements: E/R/I/MS/CS)

Augmenting an Artefact. An artefact that an organisation maintains has its
capabilities further extended through the selective acquisition and inclusion
of other capabilities available in the business network. (relevant novation
requirements: E/R/I)

Composing an Artefact. An organisation is able to create an artefact purely
on the basis of artefacts offered by other business partners in the business
network. (relevant novation requirements: E/R/I)

Constraining an Artefact. An artefact offered by an organisation is restricted
in terms of how it can be utilised or accessed. These limitations and con-
straints are specified in the context of the capabilities and artefacts of other
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Table 1. Business network novation requirement alternatives

Novation

Requirement

Description Service Resource Data

Dependency

(REQUIRES)

A business artefact of a partner REQUIRES

that of another partner with DIFFER-

ENT capabilities to that partner. E.g.

a goods ordering service of a provider

REQUIRES a track-and-trace service for

improved tracking of customer orders

Y Y Y

Anchoring

(INCLUDES)

A business artefact of a partner INCLUDES

that of another partner with DIFFER-

ENT capabilities to that partner. E.g.

a goods ordering service of a provider

INCLUDES a track-and-trace service for

improved tracking of customer order

Y Y Y

Extension

(EXTENDs)

A business artefact of a partner EXTENDS

that of another partner with further capa-

bilities to that partner. E.g. a firm is

restructured so that its domestic shipping

service EXTENDS into an international

shipping service by another partner with

cross-border transportation capabilities

Y Y Y

Strict substitution

(MUST

SUBSTITUTE)

A business artefact of a partner MUST SUB-

STITUTE that of another partner with

SIMILAR capabilities to that partner.

E.g. a firm is restructured so that its

mortgage sales fleet can include indepen-

dent mortgage brokers.

Y Y Y

Optional substitution

(CAN

SUBSTITUTE)

A business artefact of a partner CAN SUB-

STITUTE that of another partner with

SIMILAR capabilities to that partner.

E.g. a firm is restructured so that its

mortgage sales fleet can include indepen-

dent mortgage brokers

Y Y Y

Incompatibility

(CONFLICTS)

A business artefact of a partner CONFLICTS

with that of another business partner

that has similar or different capabilities

for legal or other reasons. E.g. a firm is

restructured so that it can outsource legal

services to agencies without conflict of

interest such as competitors being their

customers

Y Y Y

partners in the business network and may include redirections to other arte-
facts in the event that the capabilities of the artefact are not available.
(relevant novation requirements: C/MS)

In the following sections we will focus on two illustrative case studies and the use
of EA in their planning. The main focus is on One-Stop Shop and its detailed
architecture, followed by a selective example from the oil and gas industry to
demonstrate the approach in a distinct domain.
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3 Case Description

3.1 Case 1: EGovernment One-Stop Shop

In Australia, the federal, state and several local governments have embarked on
whole-of-government service delivery transformation initiatives, generally
referred to as One-Stop Shop (OSS). As the name suggests, OSS strives to
provide a uniform and customer-centric approach for the full lifecycle of ser-
vice delivery, across all of government, as though it were one agency. Significant
international examples include UK Direct Gov (UKOnline), Hong Kong Online,
and Service Canada. They highlight the similarity of vision and strategy across
different jurisdictions, and the complex operational and technical frameworks
necessary to materialise an OSS. The OSS concept extends upon the call cen-
tre or service centre approach, with standard service delivery operations linked
across customer-facing staff and back-office processes. The difference is that it
involves a diverse range of customer channels, diverse agencies, diverse services
and varying complexity of service delivery life-cycles, as exemplified, for instance,
by the difference between obtaining a free document and obtaining a business
licence. The OSS is governed and operated through multiple agencies with dis-
tinct charters, not all of which come under the regime of that business. Through
a range of different initiatives at federal and state levels in Australia, we provide
insights on how an OSS can be developed as whole-of-government network busi-
ness - with a common strategy, network business map and business capabilities,
shared and virtual network operations, partner alignment and novation of oper-
ations. In one stop shop, government agencies register services for central, multi-
channel access. Once registered with its processes, business rules and application
forms exposed to the wider government, other agencies can aggregate services
into value-added offers, e.g. a business formation service can be aggregated out
of individual business license provision services, a business opportunity locator,
and a variety of supply chain interfaces. Customers can discover services across
standard channels for the government, e.g. different web site, mobile devices,
call centre or service centres. They can discover services, access and pay for
them. To improve access and integration to services across different agencies in
the government, a central broker can be used as a connector between front-end
channels and backend agencies. The broker can mediate interactions to opera-
tions and systems in different agencies, and return responses in a presentable
way to the channel being used. The broker can even be involved in collecting
service payments and distributing these to the different providers involved. The
OSS requires the integration of loose-coupled processes across channels, broker
and agencies, ensuring that data and systems are invoked with the right format
and protocols. Figure 3 provides a depiction of the OSS framework, generally
applicable across the different OSS initiatives. It illustrates a high-level network
business map. The use of novation in the context of the OSS framework sup-
ports the delineation of a variety of sourcing and delivery arrangements that
exist at the network level between the various agencies, call centres and ser-
vice centres that make up the overall OSS infrastructure. Figure 4 presents an
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ArchiMate model of the OSS operational architecture. ArchiMate provides an
integrated formalism for describing the design, implementation and operation of
business processes, organisational structures, information resources, systems and
technical infrastructure associated with an enterprise architecture. In Fig. 4, the
processes associated with handling assisted OSS service delivery are illustrated.
These involve business capabilities offered by both the OSS service and call cen-
tre as well as a range of government agencies. All customer contacts are initiated
via the OSS call/service centre, which implements four main processes to handle
these requests such that they can be dealt with fully in-channel or handed off
to the relevant agency for specialist attention and fulfillment. In overview, these
processes are:

Fig. 3. One stop shop framework overview

Customer Contact. Which involves the initial handling of the incoming cus-
tomer request to the OSS. This may occur via the call centre channel or
in-person at the OSS/service centre front desk. In either case, it is han-
dled by an OSS concierge who seeks to determine the most appropriate call
handling pathway and hand on the request for subsequent fulfillment or,
where the specifics of the request are unclear, trigger a more detailed service
discovery process.

Service Delivery. Which centres on the determination of the required ser-
vice via local and/or global service discovery tools and then the initiation
of the required service. These activities are facilitated via an OSS customer
service contact.

Channel Service Delivery. Which involves the in-channel delivery of the
required service by suitably qualified OSS or Agency service delivery agents.
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Agency Transfer. Which centres on the handling of complex or specialist
requests that need to be transferred to the relevant supporting agency for
resolution, a process handled by an OSS specialist despatcher.

Where a request is transferred to an agency for resolution, there are typically
three distinct processes in handling the customer request: Service delivery plan-
ning which focuses on determining how the incoming request will be dealt with,
In-line service delivery planning which involves more specialised staff determi-
nation of the most suitable service delivery approach for complex or unusual
requests and Service orchestration which involves the actual delivery of the
identified service in order to fulfill the customer request. Within an agency,
two distinct roles are identified: Agency service delivery agent and Agency ser-
vice specialist. In contrast to the OSS call/service centre, within an agency, the
determination of the most suitable resource to undertake a process, depends on
the specifics of the customer service request received. The OSS operational envi-
ronment involves a number of independent parties – OSS call centres, service
centres and supporting agencies – all of whom need to collaborate to ensure
that each incoming customer request is effectively and efficiently handled. Nova-
tion provides a range of facilities for dealing with specific issues that arise in a
business network context. These novation arrangements provide the basis for a
range of potential sourcing arrangements in the context of organisational entities
making up the OSS framework including:

Substitute Sourcing. Where a particular business operation within a partner
organisation is instead supported using a business operation from another
business partner with similar capabilities (i.e. out-sourcing/in-sourcing).

Alternative Sourcing. Where a particular business operation within a partner
organisation could potentially be supported using a business operation from
another business partner with similar capabilities (e.g. during periods of peak
demand or outage).

Extended Sourcing. Where a particular business operation within a partner
organisation could be extended through that provided by another business
partner with similar (but typically more advanced) or different capabilities.

Dependent Sourcing. Where a particular business operation within a partner
organisation requires a business operation of another business partner with
different capabilities.

Incompatible Sourcing. Where a particular business operation within a part-
ner organisation cannot be used with that of another business partner that
has similar or different capabilities.

Anchored Sourcing. Where a particular business operation within a partner
organisation by default includes that of another business partner with similar
or different capabilities.

The following section expands on the manner in which novation can be specified
and utilised. Particular attention is given to its use in the OSS operational
environment. However due to space limitations we only elaborate on one scenario.
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Scenario: A service specialist can substitute for a customer service
agent in a channel and agency for tier 4 services

This scenario corresponds to a change to the deployment model of an artefact.
The novation requirement is indexed via the Tier 4 service delivery constraint
that has corresponding local capabilities at OSS and Agency level. It provides an
alternative execution mechanism for Agency service delivery services at agency
level, allowing them to also be undertaken by suitably qualified Agency service
delivery agents embedded in the OSS channel Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. One stop shop novation example: artefact augmentation

3.2 Case 2: Upstream Oil and Gas

In order to give these novation requirements some broader context, we consider
their use in the upstream oil and gas industry, however due to space limitation
the case study focuses on only one scenario. Energy has become an influential
factor in the global economy. Petroleum oil and natural gas continue to be major
energy sources, accelerating development of modern civilization. They are also
increasingly dominant resources in the production of man-made materials. This
high level of demand necessitates the ongoing search for new oil and gas fields
and the development of facilities for the extraction of petroleum and natural gas
from the earth. Extraction of petroleum is an expensive operation involving a
range of different organizations including government agencies, operating orga-
nizations (operation orchestrator), drilling contractors, and service companies.
Many major activities are required to support the operating activities of the
oil and gas industry ranging from legal and economic analysis, exploration and
development through to business administration support. This case study only
focuses on exploration and development, generally referred to as Upstream Oil
and Gas. Figure 6 provides an overview of the different roles within the range of
organizations collaborating in an upstream oil and gas operation. Novations can
capture the operational characteristics of this collaborative network to ensure
the efficiency of key operational roles as depicted in Fig. 6.
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Scenario: A driller from a drilling service provider organization
requires a company man from an operating organization (operation
orchestrator)

This corresponds to the augmenting an artefact scenario where the skill set
of the driller is required in order to broaden the range of capabilities provided
by the company man from the operation orchestrator. Figure 7 illustrates the
associated novation requirement. In this case, it is indexed via the exploration
management capability which has direct local capability analogues at both the
drilling service provider organization and the operations orchestrator levels.

Fig. 6. Key roles in drilling a well

Fig. 7. Oil & gas industry novation requirement

4 Related Work

The following section provides an insight into state-of-the-art EA techniques,
methodologies, frameworks and their applications. A spectrum of EA techniques
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or frameworks are applicable for different situations. Some such as TOGAF,
are focused purely on documentation, and the stakeholders [6]. Others such as
ArchiMate and RM-ODP are focused on visualization and modeling of key con-
cepts [7]. None of the EA concepts explicitly support external views of organi-
zations [8]. Some of them such as ArchiMate supports services and views that
are relevant for business networks. However, it is not clear how internal aspects
of EA relate to an external EA supportive of a business network and interac-
tions with business partners. Although EA models provide a means to capture
current and to-be states through different modelling techniques, the adequacy
of these modelling and analysis concerning the cross-border interactions of an
organizations is an open to question. The alignment is not explicit. Furthermore,
rules for extending services at business network level as supported by service lan-
guages like USDL are not supported by EA models. Taken together, it is remains
uncertain both how current EA are applicable to the external view of organiza-
tions and also how they can be comprehensively supported and aligned with the
internal views in an organization.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have argued that EA can be used for business network planning
and that current EA methods, while supporting cross-organisational interactions,
leave open the modelling of how key organisational artefacts such as resources,
services, processes and business objects are reused and extended through exter-
nal partners (network partners). We have demonstrated a five stage approach to
use EA for business network planning. Specifically, we have detailed six nova-
tion constraints defining how services and resources, as important artefacts, can
be extended or referenced, as warranted by different network domains. At the
heart of the paper, we described two case studies, one undertaken for a large,
eGovernment network endeavour (a federated One-Stop Shop supporting ser-
vice delivery across all government agencies) and the second one in upstream oil
and gas industry. These cases help illustrate EA extensions through the stan-
dard TOGAF/ArchiMate method supporting resource and service reuse at the
network level. We have shown how novation constraints can be defined in inte-
grated scenario models to indicate how local resources and their set of skills
(capabilities) can be substituted, extended etc. at the level of the network, such
that models retain their compact form. Future work will develop further require-
ments and extensions addressing the full range of artefacts. We will also consider
other network situations including contemporary resource models such as liquid
workforce and crowdsourcing.
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